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No, not the effect of repe. js to positive punk records. Nor.- indeed, ol -of repeated listenings to p----....-„-- 
p. This is in fact Robert Marlow the first signing to Vince Clarke's Resei Records (see Singles) — illustrating his 

le "The Face Of Dorian Gray". It's loosely based on Oscar Wilde's novel The Picture Of Dorian Gray in which debut single "The Face Of Dorian Gray". It’s loosely based on Oscar Wilde 
the nasty Mr Gray stays young and pretty while his portrait in the attic gets 
incidentally, comes from Basildon and has been in bands with Martin Go - 



uoiuen /curb. 
Only 4.29 album or cassette. 

1 lAv Ui 
I lncludes‘Fashion’,‘Ashes to 
I Ashes’,‘GoldenYears’,and 
1 ‘Wild is the Wind! 

* 

theHMVshop 

More records. More tapes 
More discounts. 
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Very loud music. Concerts in baseball stadiums. 
Lots of people in tight trousers. This can only mean 
one thing: IRON MAIDEN are touring America. 
Mark Steels drops in for a day. Paul Slattery takes 
the pictures. 

FOR ONE 
IRON 
MAIDEN 
CONCERT 
YOU NEED 
ALL THIS:- 
security manager... 1 

crew (all Bntish)... 1 
lighting engineer... 1 
sound-mixer... 16 lead 
guitars... 3 bass guitars 
... 1 drumkit (consisting 

ire, 6 
cymbals plus a special 

PA (loudspeaker system) 
capable of producing 
47,000 watts just to make 
quite sure they can hear 
at the back (the average 
stereo system produces 
around 10 watts 

hydPrau 

.10 
...._4 triangular 
ydrauiic lighting rigs (all 

Lite gear takes 5 hours to 
assemble and 3 to pack 

_r "break down"; th_ 
road crew start "breaking 
down" immediately after 
the concert and th 
drive all night so they can 
start setting up again first 

onstage smoke effects 
... 2 folding wardrobes 
full of stage clothes... 1 
12-foot high monster 
called "Eddie" (the 
band’s mascot) who 
appears onstage in a 
strait-jacket and chains 

monster head . . . 1 6-foot 

lights...4articulated i 
lorries... 1 luxury coach 1 

chauffeur (optional)... 1 
delicatessen tray (for 
backstage party)... 3 
bowls of pat£... 1 plate 
of fruit... 1 plate of 
cheese... 1 tray of 
chicken... 1 tray of ham 
... 2 crates of English 



Just out 

Big Country: © r*^ an 
The Crossing isi 

Chrome cassette includes 2 extra tracks plus 12" mixes of “Fields of Fire” 
_and “In a Big Country” not on the album. 

Justin 
ES Price correct at time of going to press. Subject :o availability. Where you see this sign. 
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GET SMART 
Got a question about absolutely anyone or anything to do with music? Linda will get you the answer I, 
(well, try). Write on a postcard to: Get Smart. Smash Hits, 52-55 Carnaby Street, London Wl V 1PF. 



h20 
just outside 
of heaven 

The Hit Single 

IN 7"& SPECIAL 12" 
VERSIONS 

BOTH IN PICTURE SLEEVES 

12" includes extended version 
plus special ‘6AM MIX’ 





THE FRENCH 
CONNECTION 

SEASONAL CHANGE 

iiff 



MUTTERINGS 



SMILE AND SAY IT'S 
.AUGH 'CAUSE YOU MEAN 

RUINED BY SO MUCH 
STUCK AND IT'S NOT 

LIE IF YOU'RE A CLEVER 
UNTIL WHATEVER 

■ PLEASE HIM EVERY DAY^H 
DON'T LET HIM GO AWAY 

LOVE TO STAY, LOVE TO STAY 
LOVE TO STAY WITH YOU 

LOVE TO STAY, LOVE TO STAY 

SIGH 'CAUSE IT'S FOR NEVER 
DIE UNTIL WHENEVER 

RUINED BY SO MUCH HONEY 
STUCK AND IT'S NOT FUNNY 

0 



SHRIEK. . 
DANCE 

LINED UP • MY SPINE 

12" Double-A side plus 2 bonus tracks YT106 

dance floor remixes 
Y Records 



TV CUBE 
ICO CASSETTES 

J 
1 

50 
SHALAMAR 

LPs 

10 
GIANT 

POSTERS 
THEY’RE ALL 

YOURS FOR FREE! 
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SWITCHBLADE: Trees And 
Flowers (92 Happy 
Customers) This is simply 
gorgeous. Rose and Jill are 
Strawberry Switchblade and on 
this, their debut single, they 
deliver deliciously sad and 
reflective vocals over some 
luxuriantly delicate music. 
Helped out by the Madness 
rhythm section. Scottish pal 
Roddy Frame of Aztec Camera 
and Nicky Holland (« ' 

name of this song but Shalamar 
are definitely not one of them, so 
I'm glad that they finally proved 

fairweather kind. This time it's 
Jody's turn to dish out the vocals 

track*3 NoRis Tmmediat^as^Dead 

THE STYLE COUNCIL: The 
Style Council A Paris 
(Respond) At last Weller proves 

hwVcmd "A Pari^waftsi^Hke a 
sensual breeze. The Jam cast a 
long shadow but this EP finally 
shows The Style Concil in their 
true light. Less poppy 

an "Speak ... 
ird-edged tha 

which is where Paul and Mick 

it's where the heart is. 

cn With The 4 Way Hips 
•land) Bright and bouncy this 
ag is simply jam-packed with 
odies. Oozing synthetic vocals 
ish over a bubbly concoction of 

1" is elaborately 

like the rest of the "True"LP. 
which you've probably already 
got. Still, you could always buy 
this for the nice David Band 

double bass and jazzy organ 
(care of Costello's keyboard man 
Steve Nieve) provide the perfect 

A heavy gospel 

of white popular funk. A 
seductively choppy guitar runs 
through the tight Tom Tom Club 
rhythm, while some sensual 
keyboards and a strong chanted 
hookline should help make this 
their first hit since "Once In A 
Lifetime". 

HERBIE HANCOCK: Rock It 
(CBS) A burst of "Buffalo Gals" 

oppressive parents by saving up 
their social security and 
swanning off to Ibiza (oh. really). 
This is the 4th track taken off 

boys have obviously got a ba 

MTUME: Green Light (Epic] 

(My Love) (Ensign) 

back a fine black voice and a few 
car horns and a snatch of jive 
talk is thrown in for good 
measure. Typical NY disco. 
Which is probably where Galaxy 

vein as Midge 
;h of The Walker 

Brothers' classic "No Regrets", 

THE BELLE STARS: Indi 
Summer (Stiff) Oh how 
original, a summer single. Bi 

WHITESNAKE: Guilty Of 
Love (EMI); MOTORHEAD: 
Shine (Bronze); THIN 

They're calming down a bil 

definite song lurking away in 

endur^Thi nTizzy'on/y have a 
teeny weeny solo. In fact they 
sound incredibly like lOcc's "I'm 
Not In Love" era and it's quite a 

but three. What she hasn' 
a great voice and the finis 

g ... the Tetley Teafolk 

funked-up a 

h20: Just Outside Of Heaven 
(RCA) This makes Kajagoogoo 
sound classy. Watery synths and 
stunningly intelligent lyrics(?) 
build up for a real barnstorming 
crescendo, I was really moved, I 
must say. And my word, aren't 
they a good-looking bunch for 

though he played all the 

co-produce it). RM has g 
bland voice and the son 
probably a Yazoo reject. 

(Polydor); CENTRAL LINE: 
Lovely Day (Phonogram) Oh 
God, not more summery disco 

Line opt for the more typically 

galore. Oh and that's fairly 



• wnDwm moil- 

Spandau Ballet - Gold 

7" SINGLE-'GOLD'/'GOLD' (INSTRUMENTAL). AVAILABLE IN A 

LIMITED EDITION POSTER BAG. PICTURE DISC AVAILABLE SOON 

12" EXTENDED VERSION • 'GOLD' 

'FOUNDATION'(RECORDED 'LIVE' AT SADLERS WELLS THEATRE) 

Chrysalis 

© 



Remember the Duran Duran Lyric 
Book? Well here's the follow-up! All 
the lyrics you've come to love 
and more! Plus unbelievably. 
FREE poster worth at least a 
pound! 
OP42654 £2.95□ 

If this was an album we’d be asking 
a small fortune for it... as it is we 
only want £2.50 for what has to be 
the best book ever on Tony 
Hadley and his crew. Giant poster 
FREE... of course! 
OP 42662 £2.50 □ 

The band's own story as the pop 
press have already told it! You'll 
dip into this again and again for the 

, news you missed first time round. 
\ BN 40219 £1.95 □ 
\ Buy one for a friend! 

, You wanted to know the truth about 
I the biggest band in Britain today - 
I well, here it is! Their OWN story as 
| Nick, Andy, Simon and John tell it! 
I OP 42647 £2.50 □ 
a Buy one for a friend! 
[ 2 for only £4.00 □ 

Rare book available at last from 
your favourite supplier! If there's a 
better book of pictures on David 
Sylvian and Japan then we'd like to 

e it! Photos by Fin Costello - who 
else? 
BX 56302 £3.95 □ 

S postal order □ (lick whichever applies) which includes 
ing charges ‘ Barclaycard/Access Tel (0284) 703097 

tte postage/packmg charge only 65p 



Over 7 hours 
of peace and quiet 

for only £4.99 
There’s nothing like a 

W. H. Smith offer for saving 
money on quality blank tapes. 

At the moment we have two 
multi-pack offers for discerning 
tape buyers. A pack of five 1DK 
D C90 blank cassettes will cost 
you a mere £4.99. That means a 
saving of £1.26? 

While a triple pack of TDK 
D C60 blank cassettes is only 
£2.30, saving 37p? 

So call into W. H Smith and 
buy yourself either or 3 hours 
of peace and quiet while the Pack of five £A QQ Save 
savings are SO good. TDK D C90 blank cassettes £4.77 £1.26* 
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IXTYFOUR 
frankly, I wouldn't want to 
survive it. Survival is really 
my main interest, and 

good friends with staying good 
my children, i 

they will. I hope I'm still fit 
enough to go to football 
matches and that Liverpool 

everything. I think I feel 
more passionately about a 
team that aren't winning.” 

run my own radio station, 
have some really great 
people working for me, 
play the right music and 
give people what they 
want. I don't think it will be 
such a happy world. It'll be 
terribly computerised and 

unemployment. Probably a 
bit like Aldous Huxley's 

physically ale 

Til probably retire and get 
away from everybody. I 
think I'll carry on playing 
music but for my own 
pleasure. I think I'll be dead 
bored of doing it for a 
living by then. I think 
there'll be the same 
screwed-up people and 
politicians going around 
doing the same things, 
only more extreme. 
Instead of progressing, 
they'll go backwards.” 

"I'd like to be a millionaire 
— I'd like to be that 
tomorrow actually— so 
wealthy I could just retire 
and live in the Bahamas. 
Other than that. I'd like to 

but if I do I'll probably have 
a cottage in the country 
with a rocking chair, 
slippers, an allotment for I 

-**' ing round in and - 

(playing with the 
PWJ|I. j I hope, in heaven on 
I earth, ff the world's still the 
same size, it'll probably be 
the same in every other 
way. In fact, it'll probably 
be more boring than it is 
now. And there'll be more 
people around. In fact, it'll jSj 
be battery people. I think in 
40 years the world will be 
really awful. I'd like it I 
to be 95 degrees all the 
time, then people can only W 
function at half speed. 
Then they'll have to fall in -v 
line with the way I walk.” 

tree-house, covered if> 
jd,and I'll be recovering 

back to being primitive. 
If there isn't a war, I'll 
probably be a jolly senile 
old man but I definitely 
won't be gardening or 
anything as banal as that. 
I'd like to work in film or 
TV. Look at Jimmy Savile 

tally agile and 

I I doubt very much i 
making records. I'c* 
live in the country IIP 
big house with lots of 
people and do a bit of 
painting. I don't think 
music can change that 

1 reckon it'll 

I don't really care. As long 

"I want to be retired and 
lying on ari island in 

-#tf™*ifr$urrounded by d 
white beaches, turquoise ,. i 
water and palm trees. I'd 
also like to have a clean bill 
of health and not be 1 
worrying about heart 

"Well, my friend went to a 
Clairvoyant and she was 
told that she would live to 
be in her 90's and by tnwP| 
there'd be a huge 
Kvastation in the world 
5and Italy would disappear. 

and if there is one, I think 
I'd move to Ireland 
because I'm Irish. I've 
always liked the idea of 
this little dream cottage in 
the country with a potter's 
wheel and a few geese and 

everyone should learn an 
instrument or howto paint 
or hill-walk because they'll 

move to Cork in Ireland by 
that time where I'll have 
set up my own interior 

noney I'll have made from 

nusic business. I hope the 
world will be an automated 

jy Jin wit|»nopoverty 

rear' 







BIG LOG 





NEW LONDON STORE: THE MARBLES SHOPPING CENTRE, 527-531 OXFORD STREET. 

Market Square CHESTER 52 

OUT OF LONDON SHOPS BIRMINGHAM 74 Bull Street BRIGHTON 5 Queens RoadBRISTOL 12/14 Merchant Street ■ CARDIFF 617 Duke St. ... __ 
DURHAM Unit 9, Milbum Gate Centre. North Road■ EDINBURGH 131 Princes Street ■ GLASGOW28132Union Street ■ LEEDS 14S The Briggate ■ LIVERPOOL Units 4&7 Central 
Shopping Centre, Ranelagh Street MANCHESTER UnitBB, Amdale Centre, Market Street MILTON KEYNES 59 Silbury Arcade. Secklow Gate West NEWCASTLE 10/14 
High Friars. Eldon Square PETERBOROUGH 34 Queensgate Centre PLYMOUTH 10S Armada Way PORTSMOUTH Units 69-73 The Tricorn. Charlotte Street SHEFFIELD 
35 High Street SOUTHAMPTON 16 Bargate Street LONDON SHOPS 9 Marble Arch MEGASTORE 14 ' ~ ‘ .. ‘ ' ’ ' ' ~ 

«« at ocrnanc a tin TAPES ACCRINGTON 2SA Broadway ALTRINCHAM 91A Geo 
itreet ■ ECCLES 74 Church Street NELSON Marsden Mall An_ _ 
ie STOCKPORT20 Deanery Way WARRINGTON 2 Dolmans Lane. Market Square 

<et Way BURNLEY Balcony. 
ST. HELENS 8 Palatine 

0 



SHALAMAR 
I NEVER SHOULD HAVE LET YOU IN MY HEART AND THAT'S A FACT 
CAUSE YOU GAVE ME A LOVE FOLLOWED BY A DISAPPEARING ACT 

• ' - AN ILLUSION OF LOVE 
THAT'S ALL YOU WERE RIGHT FROM THE START 

THOSE PROMiSES IN THE DARK ARE A MATTER OF YOU JUST PLAYING 
YOUR MAGIC TOUCH REALLY KNOCKED ME OUT 

BUT LIKE HOUDlNl YOU WERE GONE 
WHEN I CAME ROUND OH BABY 

IOULD HAVE LET YOU IN MY HEART AND THAT'S A FACT 
J GAVE ME A LOVE FOLLOWED BY A DISAPPEARING ACT 
■ TO FIND THE PART OF MY SOUL THAT YOU ATTRACT 
ME AROUND TRYING TO SOLVE YOUR DISAPPEARING ACT 
1ST YOUR LOVE PUTS MY HEAD IN THE CLOUDS 
CE YOU'RE SURE THAT MY LIFE IS IN A TAIL SPIN 
HEN YOU'RE GONE LIKE THE WIND BABY YEAH 

DISAPPEARING ACT, DISAPPEARING ACT 

'CAUSE YOU'RE GONE 
GONE LIKE THE WIND 

, DISAPPEARING ACT, DISAPPEARING ACT, DISAPPEARING ACT 

FOSTER SYLVERSLDANA HBk'JA/VfTCOtE i# 
ODUCED BY PERMISSION CHAPPELL MUSIC LTD. 

I ! ON SOLAR RECORDS J 

o 







... and in Birmingham 

. loliday Inn, t.__ 
group. Outside a crowd of about 
30 girls had gathered, shouting in 
unison things like: "COME TO 
THE WINDOW, SIMON!" Inside 
the reception area, more fans 
were on guard — these girls had 
actually booked into the hotel 
{€32 per night, breakfast not 
included) in the hope of catching 
- "mpse of the group. Fleet 

inisable by their dusty asking 
Street's n. 
easily recognisable 
clothes and grimly < 
manner. A woman 1 
News Of The World was grilling 
some girls agout Duran Duran's 
fan club. (Sunday's headline: 
"DURAN FANS RAGE: 'IT'S A 
RIP-OFF'.) 

On Saturday morning a 
dismayed Duran Duran gazed at 
grey skies, drizzling rain and the 
Aston Villa pitch slowly being 

can expect from Duran Duran in 
the future. Are they moving into a 
different league? 

"Yeah. A more human leaguel 
No, we're not going to do a tour 
of these. If we do five nights at 
Wembley, we ll also do a few at 

He's a bit of a joker is Nick. How 
did you find Montserret, I asked 
innocently. 

'Turn left at Antigua." 









cracks like "I know his sister. 
Vera The Vac"; 3) Iron Maiden is 

afternoon"; and 4) Roman 
Holliday sounds "distinctly like 

If they're "afraid of waking up 
Grannie on a Sunday afternoon", 
then why play Tom Robinson's 
"War Baby"? What a racket. 
Debbie. The Manager, President. 
Chairman. Secretary. Treasurer. 
And Fully Fledged Member Ot 
The RSPCPGSDJ, Coventry. 

I was listening to Mail Bag on 
Radio One the other day when 
the subject of playing old records 
came up. Someone had written in 
complaining that too many old 
records were being played 
instead of chart music or new 

I feel quite strongly about this: 
I'm 14 and didn't get into pop 
music 'til I was 12 and it really 
annoys me when DJs play record 
after record of groups I've never 

listen to oldies all day. why don't 
they transfer all the old records 
to Radio Two? 

Radio One is meant to be 
music for the Youth of Britain, so 
they can start by doing us a 
favour. Stop Playing Oldies! 
Alison. Kent. 

Dear Fly On The Classroom Wall 
(June 9), 

In addition to yc 

impression that you have been 
their fan for years; 3) during a 
conversation about TOTP and 
how fab a certain song is, say 
that the 12 inch is far better; 4) 
when a song comes into the chart 
say you heard it months before 
when you saw the group in 

Boy George's Pierr 

This. TSL, is the most utterly 

endy', I ha\ 

bags; 2) You've got to have 
—gle-poise lamps; 3) drink cuj 

* 1— 'r~i; 4) pose in the 

bags. Does that make me 
ultrahip or supernalf (or 
both, or neither)? Sigh. It all 
gets so terribly confusing 

So-called trendy people only 
criticise not so trendy people 
because the trendy people aren't 
trendy. So here's a few more 

1) Writing letters to your 
favourite group's Fan Club in 
lessons and being able to 
remember your Membership 
number; 2) digging up ancient 
posters of D**’* D**** and sticking 
them up on your wall (slightly 
wonky) therefore giving the 

Right! Get ready, you blokes ii 

equivalent, or they must be very 
faded jeans, preferably Lois or 
Lee; 3) you must wear white 

entirely of faded Lois denim 
and covered with Lacoste 
labels with a built-in 
cassette deck in the top 

wild rodent. Says he'll 

Take a £10 Record Token 

Lacoste socks; 5) if you are white 
— wedged haircut with lots of 
tints and highlights (hair must 
blind one eye); if you are black — 

ry short hair or "wet look"; 6) n. 

P.P.S. I actually invented 

Alice opened the door and looked 
into the passage. There was the 
loveliest record shop you ever 
saw. How she longed to buy all 
those records but she could not 
even afford a purse. "And even if 
I could." thought Alice, "it would 

money. Oh how I wish I could get 

waiting by the shop, so sh< 

%/% On the front cover of every copy of this wei 
Angling Times, you'll find five very spe 
hooks. They're Motad barbless, the fas 
penetrating hooks used by many top mr 
anglers. Now you can try them for yourself. / 
inside, we tell you how to use them to cr 

o 
o 

The centre pages are devoted to a , 
pull-out colour special on Wagglers, 
with full instructions on when and 1 
how to use them. V 
And there are two more specials this / ^ 
week. First we show you how to turn ~ 
left-over maggots into castors. ; - .J 
Secondly, we show you where to find 
and how to use a deadly roach bait — ^ 

IAI 
dJJJJ& 

ANGLING TIMES 
Extra special value this week HI NATIONAL VIEWS 

oc 
LI 

ANGLtNC 



KRAFTWERK 

© 





ALTERED IMAGES/ROMAN HOLLIEAY/WHITE SAVAGE 
LONDON 

The scene was a chocolate box assortment ranging from 
trendies to teenies, fanatics to fifth formers, all crammed 
together in one small space. The heat was on! 

White Savage were the boys next door from Glasgow. 
Possibly the greatest thing since sliced orange juice. These laid 
back, lanky, spiky-topped teddies had played only three gigs to 
date in their entire career I was reliably informed. Considering 
this, their performance was remarkable to say the least. 
Remember you read it here first! 

Roman Holliday, to put the boot on the other foot, provided 
the Navy Lark of the evening, swabbing the decks with gusto. 
Their appearance prompted screams, loud whistles and the 
propelling of sailor hats skywards — a lot of the audience were 
here to see them and they showed it! The Romans are a bundle 
of hellzapoppin' energy, leaping and bounding with total 
abandon. Jumping jive at breakneck speed kept the crowd 
hopping and bopping non-stop. It seems all the nice girls — and 
even boys — love a sailor even it its only a tinsel one and the 
Romans could do no wrong. The two singles were the 
showstoppers reducing the crowd to one great lump of joy, 
"Stand By" being the final triumphant assault. 

Altered Images have come a long way since birthdays and 
'holideees' in Skye. Gregory's Girl has definitely grown up into 
a sophisticated lady. Sexy hip swings have replaced the bunny 
hops but Clare still retains her laughing gnome voice that 
seems to be out of tune five times out of ten. Her image seems 
to waver between the cutesy schoolgirl of past days and the 
pouting, sultry femme fatale on the cover of "Bite". On stage 
her uncertainty affects her performance. As for the music, the 
band are still musicians of extremely average talent (excepting 
the two drafted session men) as is much of Altered Images' 
material. Their singles are the one shining light in this coal hole 
and their renderings of "I Could Be Happy", "Bring Me Closer" 
and "Don't Talk To Me About Love" were a joy to the lugs. The 
sublime and simple "Love To Stay" was another highlight. 

A greatest hits album from Altered Images would go down a 
storm since that is what they're good at and should stick to and 
if Clare could lose her self-consciousness and let her naturally 
bright personality radiate then success could be theirs again. 

Less mouth and more bite and then everyone could be happy. 
Claire Sheaff 

o 
I 



COMPETITION 
WINNERS 

STAR 
GIRL CRAZY 

STARPRINTS T SHIRTS 
SPECIAL OFFER 

T SHIRTS £1.99 "VSTSISSKST 
SWEATSHIRTS £3.99 E“MPUa.i1!X>F0R JUST 

right order. whichever way they nin. Seme letters will need to he used mere then 
once - others you won t need to use at all. Put e line threegh the names as you find 

ANSWERS ON BilGE 54 

GASLRIGLACI PYTGMML 
CWMMGIRLYCGWHISYCR 
UAHEYIMZMIHERLGHWI 
SSLEGLAYROG I R I IHGG 
GTENNRI LSIDINNEI IT 
M I ADCS FTRTGEAASRHA 
LEFLTRHLtSEMRLGAEH 
MRRA I A I EtLERRNT I GT 
LI I ETSBRWRp I YSG I RY 
GRNGMB I E I AGGLGR I NL 
LDI I EGOCMASR I L I NRK 
SRNGSLATIYIMSRHRML 
LEI LTNTNTGGCYOLY LA 
RRRGGSRTSOA I JGGIMT 
I I I I YOEWI NMD R I ILRS 
GSRGFDOTGLEERL I RGL 
RLL I ERNEELELDFDOLR 
EALARLTALELGNGLNL I 
HAEON I TACOWOND I RAG 
CDMLTDCT LLSSNA I R I C 
SOAYSLGL I LRAEGRTLG 
TCETRDI I RLL I YHETSS 
UHUINPAI RSYEGSTHSR 
EEGAOHGI ILHESHUTTI 
DACPTGIRLSSCHOOLSG 





CAUTION! 
THIS RECORD HAS A 

MEAN STREAK 

THE NEW 
7" a 12" SINGLE 

FROM _ 

* LIMITED EDITION 
SHAPED PICTURE DISC 
* 12" SINGLE INCLUDES 

FREE POSTER 



K C 
&THE 
SUNSHINE 

BAnD 
Give It Up 

■the saga continues  

sw*9*"- 
STARRING 

SPANDAU BALLET 
PRESENTING 

THE TRUTH 
AND INTRODUCING 

CARMEL AS "HERSELF" 
WITH FREE ALBUMS BY 

ELVIS COSTELLO 
AND 

STREET SOUNDS 
AND A SOUNDTRACK INCLUDING 

15 HIT SONGS 

by US LOT Fran, a story by BARRY 

Photography by ALL SORTS OF PEOPLE Botmainly ERIC WATSON 
PLUS FULL SUPPORTING PROGRAMME 

Inolodlng BITZ plos GET SMART and NIGHTSOUT 

and lot's not forget STAR CHOICE with loads of RSVP 

and REVIEWS and a special mantion tor START 

and a huge number of SURPRISE ITEMS 

SHOWING AT A NEWSAGENTS NEAR YOU 

FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY FROM 

AUGUST 18 
SMASH HITS I WHAT A FEl ■ELING! 1 




